Mission Statement
The Springfield Business & Development Corporation is the economic development
subsidiary of the Springfield Area Chamber of Commerce and its mission is to provide a
continued revenue source for the Chamber's economic development program, assisting
business and industry, and attracting new business and industry to the Springfield area.
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Member Perspective
Jim Jura is the CEO and General Manager of Associated Electric Cooperative Inc.
The company has been an SBDC investor since 1991.

Every investor is critical to the success of this program...and ultimately the
prosperity of our entire region.” Springfield Area Chamber of Commerce president

Jim Anderson made that statement at the start of the Partnership For Prosperity campaign.
These 85 member/investors of the Springfield Business & Development Corporation continue
to provide the support that is so critical today.

W

e have been very pleased with our investment in the Springfield Business &
Development Corporation and have been especially pleased with the success of the

regional council effort. The development of businesses that create jobs and investment has
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been very beneficial to numerous local economies as well as to the Springfield economy.
We commend the leadership of the SBDC for having the vision and commitment to sustain
this regional effort as well as embark
on several other key activities that
will benefit Springfield and the
surrounding region. Our
organization, and our local member
electric cooperatives, have seen
direct impacts from the formation of
the Ozarks Regional Economic
Partnership. These impacts have
meant tangible benefits such as jobs
and investment, as well as many
intangible benefits.
Business and economic development
is dependent on effective
relationships and we see southwest
Missouri benefiting from this
foundation of commitment,
cooperation and trust. Our region is
strong and our economy is diverse. As we continue to work together, our future will be
successful, and AECI is proud to be a part of this effort.

Jim Jura

Springfield in Chicago

President’s Message

A

A

delegation of 22 business and community leaders joined SBDC staff on an “impact
trip” to Chicago in May, 2004. In visits to the corporate offices of Kraft, Inc., and the

s we conclude the second year of the five-year Partnership for Prosperity initiative, I
want to thank the 85 visionary investors committed to the Springfield region’s future.

retail banking center of Bank One, the Springfield delegation shared its appreciation for the
contributions the companies are making to Springfield’s economy.

In 2004, SBDC convened two ad hoc brainstorming sessions to discuss what I have termed
“guerilla tactics” that should be employed in our battle for continued economic well-being.

“Sometimes these connections just can’t be made in a telephone call,” said Bob

These tactics focus on growing existing companies and expanding our market. The most

Hammerschmidt, 2004 president of the SBDC board of directors. “We certainly want to thank

important of these tactics are: 1) Coordinate public and private partners to meet

businesses for all they do for Springfield but we also want to listen to their concerns and

individually with major employers in the region to discuss the economic climate for

give them the opportunity to ask questions of us,” Hammerschmidt said.

expansion; 2) Travel to corporate headquarters of major employers to thank them for their
investment in our community and

Springfield’s delegation included

identify any obstacles or issues that,

representatives of the City of

if addressed and resolved, would

Springfield, Greene County, City

foster expansion; and 3) Cultivate

Utilities, Springfield Area Chamber of

interest in building a speculative

Commerce/SBDC and Ozarks

building in Partnership Industrial

Technical Community College.

Center West to take advantage of the
many opportunities that are

Following the corporate visits,

presenting themselves in this new

members of Springfield’s partnership

era of manufacturing.

for economic development held
discussions with numerous site

SBDC leadership is cognizant of the

selection advisory firms based in the

need to regularly communicate with

Chicago metropolitan area. Those

our membership. Quarterly investor

discussions focused on current

briefings update our investors on

demographic data, economic trends

progress. The first Economic Outlook

and recent development-related

Conference was held in September.
Andy Lear (Vice-President), Bob Hammerschmidt (President), Mike Phillips (Treasurer)

announcements.
It’s been an honor to serve on the
The marketing packet presented to the various advisory firms was later recognized by the

SBDC board of directors for the past six years. I am grateful for the opportunity to serve with

Missouri Economic Development Council as “Missouri’s Best Marketing Piece” of 2004.

so many talented volunteers and professionals who are focused on the economic well being
of our region.

- Bob Hammerschmidt, 2004 SBDC President
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s architects, we are always concerned and focused on the health and vitality of our
Springfield economy. The Springfield Business & Development Corporation is a

N

ew business development and the retention of companies already operating here
are key to the continued success of our company. Many communities respond to

perfect investment for us as we capitalize on marketing our city as an economic powerhouse

change, but it’s safe to say that the strategies developed and implemented by the Springfield

for the state of Missouri.

Business & Development Corporation are helping create positive change in Springfield and
the surrounding region.

The SBDC has provided a direct value during recent years to help foster the stability and
growth of our company. As an

To many people, economic

example, we have been privileged to

development means economic

design new manufacturing facilities

growth. But it’s more. Growth refers to

for eight major companies in the

an increase in quantity only – more of

Partnership Industrial Center. Four of

the same jobs, goods and services.

these companies are new to the

Development, however, implies a

Springfield region and combined,

change in the character or structure

these entities represent over 1,000

of a community. It results in a

jobs to this area’s economy.

qualitative shift in a local economy.
The SBDC and its leadership

In the sectors of higher education and

understand that. The organization

center city redevelopment, the SBDC

has been a leader in helping bring

has been instrumental in spreading

about the positive change this

the excitement regionally and

community and region has been so

nationally. Both of these project

fortunate to experience in recent

disciplines have also been a source

years.

of significant revenue for our
organization.

Michael Sapp

This type of change is critical to the
success of our company. Morelock-

Our membership in SBDC, along with the contributions of the other generous investors, has

Ross Builders is pleased to be a supporter of the SBDC, and we know that our investment in

provided tremendous marketing leverage for our business. As a result, this has been a wise

the organization will help to sustain and grow our business for years to come.

investment that has and will continue to provide extensive direct value to our company.

Kenny Ross
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The Local Outlook

N

S

oted economist Brian Wesbury delivered a keynote address to more than 250
attendees at the first Economic Outlook Conference on September 30 at University

Plaza Convention Center. Hosted by the SBDC and presented by the City of Springfield, the

pringfield’s partnership for economic development continued its focus on building a
dynamic regional economy in 2004 while assisting existing business and industry.

Those efforts are now paying dividends.

conference featured a panel discussion on the local economy from the view of some of
Springfield’s major industries, facilitated by Springfield Area Chamber of Commerce

In developing the framework for the Partnership for Prosperity economic development

president Jim Anderson. Panelists included Mike Briggs, Willow Brook Foods, Inc.; Jim

initiative, the SBDC attached a set of measurements to gauge the program’s success. Now,

Hagale, Bass Pro Shops Outdoor World; John Keiser, Southwest Missouri State University;

just two years into our five-year initiative, baseline numbers are indicating achievement in

and Larry Wallis, recently retired from CoxHealth.

key areas. Workforce growth projections have already exceeded the five-year goal of 7,500
net new jobs in the metropolitan area, while the regional goal of 12,500 is nearly met – with

The conference culminated with an

a two-year increase of more than

energetic talk by Wesbury, chief

10,000 net new jobs.

Job Growth - Year 1 & 2

economist at Griffin, Kubik, Stephens
& Thompson Inc., a Chicago-based

In addition, the Springfield

investment bank. Wesbury, who also

metropolitan area’s income growth

served as the chief economist for the

rate continues to exceed the state of

Joint Economic Committee of

Missouri’s by more than 50%. The

Congress in the mid-1990s, offered his

year-over-year growth rate of 2.4%

prediction that the U.S. will see

far surpasses “peer cities” across

massive growth in non-traditional

the U.S. that on average declined

employment as new technologies

1.1%. In evaluating the program’s

continue to develop. “Every invention

third success measure, a goal of

begets a new invention,” he said.

$200 million in net new capital

“Inventions keep getting closer

investment in the 10-county region,

together and that is profound for

substantial work is yet to be

economic development, but also for

accomplished. In 2003 and 2004, our
partnership directly assisted in just

the opportunities it provides.”
Brian Wesbury
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In a survey of attendees, 76 percent

investment in the region. The

had a “very favorable” overall impression of the conference, with nearly 80 percent finding

Partnership for Prosperity program is working and the framework is in place to continue its

Wesbury’s keynote speech “very valuable.” Conference sponsors were Blackwell Sanders

success in 2005.

Peper Martin, LLP, Commerce Bank and The Signature Bank.
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pringfield continues to drive the state’s economy. This is most evident in new job
growth during the past year and how other regions of the state compare to

n 2004, Springfield continued to receive national recognition from several respected
sources. Most notable were the economic development trade journal Expansion

Management; growth-company oriented Inc. magazine; and economic development think-

Springfield, based on the relative size of their workforce.

tank Milken Institute.
Throughout 2004, Springfield surged forward, creating more than five times the job growth
expected for our area. Though Springfield’s metro area comprises slightly less than 7% of

In its 2004 Mayor’s Challenge, Expansion Management magazine ranked Springfield No. 6 of

Missouri’s total workforce, more than 35% of the state’s 15,255 new jobs were created here.

331 metros for business expansion, citing its “excellent public schools, low health care costs
and high quality of life.” Among mid-size metros with populations between 250,000 and one

Looking at each individual month, more than 40% of the state’s job growth in February, May,

million, Springfield ranked even higher, second behind Des Moines.

and November was registered in
Springfield. These figures could not
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in Missouri and a No. 62 ranking among the top 200 large metro areas, moving up six spots

independent contractors, and small partnerships.

from 2003. In the “One-Year Job Growth” category, Springfield ranked No. 17 in the nation.
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